In the August Chapter Newsletter email we sent recently, the month was not correct for IMEX America 2022 as well as a detail about our partnership. The date for the show is in October (corrected below) and takes place October 11-13 to be precise! And MPI and IMEX have been partners for nearly 20 years. If you are attending you don't want to miss everything we’re doing there - stay tuned for more!

MPI at IMEX America 2022

Will you be attending IMEX America 2022 in Las Vegas October 11-13, 2022? If so, make sure to add MPI education and activities into your calendar.

Did you know? IMEX and MPI have been partners for nearly 20 years! Through our strategic partnership MPI provides a full day of complimentary education at Smart Monday, a day before IMEX America begins, and so much more! Details coming soon.